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Abstract— In this paper, various tasks are performed by the 

robot, such as water quality sensing, metal detection, 

tracking robot's location using GPS and giving live 

representation of operation which is carried through wireless 

camera. The transmission and reception of information is 

done through the Zigbee protocol. To ensure safety of robot, 

sensors are used for obstacle detection.This concept, if 

adopted, can prove helpful for finding out underwater 

metallic shipwrecks, constant monitoring of polluted water 

and discovering underwater habitats. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Oceans cover upto 71% of surface of earth and the rest 29% 

is occupied by land. Underwater robot can be helpful for 

understanding the environmental consequences, to protect 

the earth's oceanic resources and expeditiously employ them 

for human benefits. Most of the unmanned underwater robot 

are connected and operated remotely. This paper 

concentrates on underwater robot, usually called as 

autonomous underwater robot. The need for modern 

underwater robot is arising and will finally contribute to 

fully autonomous, authentic and particularized underwater 

robotic vehicle. 

Some of the concepts used in this system are 

elaborated below. 

A. GPS(Global Positioning System) 

It is a navigation device which is based on satellite 

organization which is used to situate positions on earth. 

Operated and designed by the army (U.S.) of defense, which 

consists control stations and satellites. Information received 

by the GPS is transmitted from satellite to calculate a user’s 

exact location. 

Over the last few years GPS(Global Positioning 

System)  have changed in way the fieldwork is conducted. 

The main principle reasons for using GPS is determining co-

ordinates for points in GPS.  

  Even though GPS is an excellent tools in 

navigation, their nature as an electrical instrument means 

that they are frail. As such a more traditional backup a map 

and acompass are essential. 

B. Water quality sensors 

There are various reasons for contamination of water. Thus, 

considering the vital situation of the contaminated resources 

like natural water in our country, water quality sensing plays 

an important role. Water resources in our country are very 

prostrate to the menace of contamination especially from 

industrial activities. 

C. Zigbee  

For data communication with commercial enterprise and 

user devices, the IEEE monitory standard 802.15.4 used is 

Zigbee. It is a communication technology which is used to 

connect local wireless clients and allows data transfer rate 

with great reduction in power. The intended range for 

operating Zigbee device is 75m (250 feet) approx. 

II. HISTORY 

By the end of 19
th

 century most of the robots designed, were 

wired, means cables were used for data exchange and 

controlling the robot. So, the robot had limited movement 

capabilities due to its wired structure. To overcome these 

limitations, at the beginning of the 90's ROV(remotely 

operated vehicle) were introduced. In different sectors like 

military review, civil and in scientific surrounding there is a 

tendency of replacing with ROV preparation if possible, 

which results in the diminution of human efforts in actual 

work which reduces the man power required to convey out a 

particular operation. Skilled operator/pilot was required to 

maneuver the ROV. 

Thus in early 90's, no commercial Autonomous 

Underwater Robot (AUV) was available, means a robot 

which is able to complete its operation in an independent 

way. AUR was specifically modeled for seabed and deep 

water mapping survey, with an endurance of up to two days 

(60 hrs).  

This system allows to monitor the operation from 

water surface and provide georeferentiation to  the robot.[4]  

In parallel to the ambitious military-oriented, programs that 

were research group focusing on the maturation of little 

vehicles for inspection and mapping purposes. amidst these, 

the MIT group in the USA formulated the AUV, named 

Odissey , Bellingham et al. (1994),  A sight for the future of 

operational oceanography, exploring the new openings of 

autonomous sensing, including AUV's, was put forward in 

Curtin et al. (1993), a famed paper in which the conception 

of Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network(AOSN) was 

formulated: it was envisioned that future oceanographic 

measurements would take place through a combination of 

fixed and mobile autonomous sensors all gathered in a 

network, some installed permanently, some deployed on 

demand, according to the development of the oceanic 

features of interest. 

III. GOAL OF THE STUDY 

A. Working principle 

Robot is turned ON and placed underwater. Then, process of 

initialization takes place in which the ARM controller, 

Zigbee, GPS and other sensors gets activated. Fans which 

are linked to the motor helps the robot to enact underwater 

as programmed. Metal detector works on the principle of 

carrying a magnetic field and examining a comeback signal 

from the target. The transmitted magnetic field changes in 

time, commonly at a rate of reasonably high-pitched audio 

signals. As the metal gets detected, the metal detecting 

sensor informs the microcontroller about it. 

Similarly, water quality sensor which is mounted 

on the robot helps us determine the quality of water, whether 

the water is contaminated or not, which is, it tells about the 
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acidic or the basic nature of water. 

 
Fig. 1: Transmitter section of Autonomous Underwater 

Robot 

The Limit switch is used to detect the obstacles which are in 

the path of the robot, and changes its direction as per the 

given instructions. The precept of limit switch is that 

whenever the switch is pressed it informs the controller 

about the obstacle present in the path, and as per the given 

instructions the controller controls the motion of the motors. 

All this information gathered by the microcontroller from 

different sensors is transmitted one by one to receiver 

section through Zigbee. Zigbee is established on IEEE 

standard 802.15.4 which operates at ISM 2.4 GHz global 

band at data rate of 250 kbps. 

At the same time, the GPS transmitter sends the 

information of robots current location in terms of latitude 

and longitude to the GPS receiver at the receiver section. 

The information accumulated by Zigbee receiver is 

watched on the display screen. A camera is separately 

mounted on the robot which gives us live representation of 

underwater habitats. 

IV. FLOWCHART 

 
Fig. 2: Flowchart of workflow module 

V. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATION 

A. Advantages 

1. Self-controlled. 

2. Reprogrammable. 

3. Multipurpose. 

4. Can operate in conditions that are uncomfortable for 

human beings. 

B. Application 

1. Monitoring underwater habitats. 

2. Inspection of cracks and leakages in dams. 

3. To avoid repeated sampling or explorations at same 

locations by different vehicles. 

4.  Exploration of deep sea environment. 

5. Investigation of metallic shipwrecks. 

VI. RESULT 

This column deals with various results and conclusions 

made after making this project. Here are few results shown 

for their respective operation. 

A. GPS location tracking 

 
This snapshot shows the GPS location tracking system. It 

track the robot and sends it location to the monitor. 

B. Metal Detection 

 
The metal detectors detect metal part presents underwater 

and send its information to the surface. 

C. Ph Value indication 

 
The water quality sensors examine the Ph value of water and 

send this information to the monitor. 
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